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evaluating the performance of real-time 3-D tracking. We propose a new
approach to fuse sensing data of the most current observation into a 3-D
visual tracker with particle techniques. With the proposed data fusion
method, the importance density function in the particle filter can be de-
signed to represent posterior states by particle crowds in a better way.
This makes the tracking system more robust to noise and outliers. On
the other hand, because particle interpretation is performed in a much
more efficient fashion, the number of particles used in tracking is greatly
reduced, which improves the real-time performance of the system. Simu-
lation and experimental results verified the effectiveness of the proposed
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Introduction

he task of three-dimensional �3-D� visual tracking is to
ontinuously estimate and update the position and orienta-
ion of a target in 3-D space.1 As a state-space estimation
roblem, 3-D tracking can be modeled with the aid of para-
etric models. However, due to the varying degrees of un-

ertainty inherent in system modeling and the complexity
f the system noise, the visual system is often subject to
lements of non-Gaussianity, nonlinearity, and high dimen-
ionality, which usually preclude analytic solution. It is a
ommon strong belief that the problem of state measure-
ent ultimately remains best handled within the framework

f statistical inference. Instead of using linearization tech-
iques, the estimation problem is solved directly with
ayesian methodology.2 However, the Bayesian paradigm

nvolves calculation of high-order integrals for the time
tate estimation. Thus, in the last few decades, many ap-
roximate filtering schemes, which are well known as
ethods of particle filtering �PF�, and also as condensation

r sequential Monte Carlo �SMC� methods,3–5 have been
eveloped to seek a simulation-based way to surmount the
roblems.

The particle techniques provide a very feasible, conve-
ient, and parallelizable approach to the estimation of pos-
erior system states in visual tracking. However, the perfor-
ance of PF depends much on the number of particles

sed, and the number of particles is usually determined by
he dimension and structure of the state space. A typical
-D tracking problem with six degrees of freedom often
equires thousands of particles,6 which can run foul of com-
utational complexity and further interfere with real-time
erformance for tracking agile motion.

On the other hand, in generic particle techniques, the
ost common strategy is to sample from the probabilistic
091-3286/2008/$25.00 © 2008 SPIE
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model of the states’ evolution,3,7–10 i.e., to choose the tran-
sition prior P�xk �xk−1� as the importance density function.
As a result, the proposed density function used for sam-
pling is independent of the most current measurement, and
thus it is sensitive to outliers and may decrease the reliabil-
ity of the tracking algorithm. In order to tackle this prob-
lem, various approaches have been employed using varia-
tional optimization, Gaussian approximation, or local
linearization methods.

Isard and Blake11 developed a method, called ICON-
DENSATION, to integrate both high-level and low-level
information into a particle filter by importance sampling.
Gordon et al.3 presented a prior editing method, in which
an ad hoc acceptance test was used to propose particles in
regions of high likelihood. They designed and computed
the residual error as the criterion for particle sample rejec-
tion. The problem with this approach is that it is too heu-
ristic and can be computational intensive unless the rejec-
tion rate is small. Some approaches12,13 have used the
extended Kalman filter �EKF� to calculate the approxima-
tion to the true posterior as the importance density. Al-
though the EKF moves the importance density towards the
likelihood, this method may introduce error due to linear-
ization. van der Merwe et al.14 improved the method by
employing more accurate approximations from the un-
scented Kalman filter �UKF� instead.

Though the preceding approaches enhanced the robust-
ness of the PF algorithm, they did not provide a way to
relieve the computational burden. Lu et al.15 addressed a
method to solve the importance density problem and reduce
the number of particles at the same time. They developed a
RANSAC-based approach to modify the importance den-
sity. Nevertheless, this method is still considered computa-
tionally complex in our 3-D tracking context.

In this paper, we propose a new approach to fuse sensing
data of the most current observation into a 3-D visual

tracker with particle techniques. Incorporating the sensing

January 2008/Vol. 47�1�1
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ata, the importance density function is modified so that it
an interpret the posterior particles in a better way, and
herefore the particle crowd can represent the posterior
tates in a much more efficient fashion. Consequently, the
umber of particles used in tracking is greatly reduced. We
ave proved that about 100 particles are enough to perform
real-time 3-D tracking process with an active vision sys-

em.
In Sec. 2, we present the particle structure. The task of

-D tracking using an active vision system is modeled in
ec. 3. We then describe the data fusion method and its
lgorithm for optimizing the importance density in Sec. 4.
ubsequently, in Sec. 5, simulation and experimental re-
ults are given to show the effectiveness and superiority of
he proposed method.

Framework of the Particle Filter
t the k’th state, let the unknown state vector be xk. Let the
robability function of the prior state vector be represented
y P�xk �xk−1�. Then assume that we have k independent
bservations of the state vector, y= �y1 ,y2 , . . . ,yk�, drawn
rom a normal population with unknown mean and known
ariance. Given the sample information of the prior states,
he likelihood function can be defined as

P�y�xk� � N��l,�l
2� . �1�

According to Bayes’s rule, the posterior probability
unction of the state vector can be calculated using the fol-
owing equation:

P�xk�y� =
P�xk�xk−1�P�y�xk�

P�y�
. �2�

The value of P�y�, which is the reciprocal of the nor-
alizing constant for the probability density function �pdf�

n Eq. �2�, can be calculated as P�y�=�P�xk�P�y �xk� dxk.
ecause P�y� is a constant, Eq. �2� can be written as

P�xk�y� � P�xk�xk−1�P�y�xk� . �3�

The weight of particle i can be defined from the likeli-
ood function as

k
i � wk−1

i P�xk�xk−1�P�y�xk�
q�xk�xk−1,y�

, �4�

here q�xk �xk−1 ,y� is the importance density function. The
article weights can be normalized as

k
i =

wk
i

�
i=1

N

wk
i

, �5�

here N is the total number of particles. Consequently, the
pproximation of the posterior density is expressed as

P�xk�y� � �
i=1

N

wk
i ��xk − xk

i � , �6�
ith � a Dirac delta function.

ptical Engineering 016401-
3 Task Statement with an Active Vision System

The 3-D tracking task here is to be performed with an ac-
tive vision system16 using pattern projection, which is simi-
lar to a passive stereo vision system with one of the cam-
eras replaced by a projector. Using a color-encoded
structured light pattern,17 the active vision system can yield
good results in 3-D visual sensing with a single view. Com-
paring to other 3-D sensing systems, such as the laser scan-
ner or stereo vision, the active vision system has the merit
that it can find feature points �points on the projected pat-
tern� easily, even when the target object has a smooth and
continuous surface.

3.1 State Transition Model

Feature points on the structured light pattern in an active
vision system are denoted by pi

patt= �xi
patt ,yi

patt ,zi
patt�T on a

certain light plane.18 Here pi
patt�Spatt, where Spatt is a point

set of the light pattern. Suppose that the target object is
rigid. Then the target object, with a structured light pattern
projected on it, can be defined as a set of 3-D feature points
in the object reference frame. We denote these feature
points by Pobj= �pi

obj	i=1
No , where pi

obj= �xi
obj ,yi

obj ,zi
obj�T. If the

target object’s model is known according to the system
configuration parameters, then pi

obj can be obtained using
pi

patt.
When the position and orientation of the object are

tracked by the active vision system, we define at time k the
state vector of the object as xk= �Tk ,�k�T, with Tk

= �Xk ,Yk ,Zk� the position of the object frame in a fixed
world frame, and �k= ��k ,�k ,�k� the orientation of the ob-
ject frame in the fixed world frame.

Let P= �pi	i=1
N = �xi ,yi ,zi� be the set of object feature

points in the fixed world frame. Then P can be obtained
from Pobj by the following transformation:

P = R���Pobj + T = R���R���R���Pobj + T , �7�

where R���, R���, R��� and are the rotation matrices cor-
responding to roll, pitch, and yaw.

In the transition of the tracking state, the velocities can
be modeled as an independent first-order Gaussian random
walk model with the following definition:

�Ṫk+1,�̇k+1�T � N��Ṫk,�̇k�T,�V� , �8�

where N�� ,�� is a Gaussian distribution with mean � and
standard deviation �, and �V is a diagonal matrix compris-
ing the variances of velocities, �V
=diag��ẋ ,�ẏ ,�ż ,��̇ ,��̇ ,��̇�. Using the velocities, the ob-
ject position and orientation can be computed by

�k+1 = �k + 	t · �̇k, �9�

Tk+1 = Tk + 	t · R��k� · �̇k, �10�

where 	t is a short sampling time. The prior P�xk �xk−1� can

be obtained from Eqs. �8�–�10�.

January 2008/Vol. 47�1�2
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.2 Observation Model
igure 1 illustrates the representation of point coordinates

n the active vision system.19 For the camera, the relation-
hip between 3-D coordinates of an object point from the
iew of the camera, Xcam= �Xcam Ycam Zcam 1�T, and its pro-
ection on the image, mcam= �
ucam 
vcam 
�T, is given by

cam = McamXcam, �11�

here Mcam is a 3�4 perspective matrix of the camera.
bviously, Xcam is a function of the state vector xk. Equa-

ion �11� expresses the direct measurement by the camera.
e term this process passive sensing. Such data are a kind

f midway results in the active visual system.
Similarly, the projector is regarded as a pseudocamera in

hat it casts an image rather than detects it. The relationship
etween 3-D coordinates of the object point from the view
f the projector, Xpro= �Xpro Ypro Zpro 1�T, and its back-
rojection on the projector sensor �LCD or DMD�, mpro

��upro ��T, is

pro = MproXpro, �12�

here Mpro is a 2�4 inverse perspective matrix with the
orm

pro = 
kpro 0 u0
pro 0

0 0 1 0
�

2�4

. �13�

The relationship between the camera view and the pro-
ector view is given by

pro = RtX
cam = 
R t

0 1
�Xcam, �14�

n which Rt is a 4�4 matrix standing for three-axis rota-
ion and translation. Substituting Eq. �14� into �12� gives

pro = MproRtX
cam. �15�

et

= MproXpro = 
r1

r2
�

2�4
, �16�

here r1 and r2 are 1�4 row vectors. Equation �15� be-

Fig. 1 Coordinates in the active vision system.
omes

ptical Engineering 016401-
�u0
pror2 − r1�Xcam = 0. �17�

Combining Eqs. �11� and �17� gives


 Mcam

u0
pror2 − r1

�Xcam = 
mcam

0
� , �18�

or

QXcam = m+
cam, �19�

where Q is a 4�4 matrix. Then the observation model of
the 3-D target location from active sensing can be deter-
mined by

m+
cam�yk� = QXcam�xk� . �20�

4 Data Fusion for Importance Density
Optimization

4.1 Motivation
In the particle framework, the posterior density is approxi-
mated by a weighted sum of N particles that are drawn
from an importance density. Thus, the choice of the impor-
tance density directly influences the property of sampling,
and it is a crucial factor. If the importance density is too
small for some part of the support state of the posterior, one
will need a very large sample size to approximate the state
properly. On the contrary, if the importance density is well
designed, only a small number of particles will be needed
to draw a good representation of the state.

In generic particle techniques, the transition prior
P�xk �xk−1� has often been employed as the importance den-
sity. This is a reasonable choice. Firstly, because P�xk �xk−1�
is handy and easy to calculate, it will not increase the com-
putational complexity of the system. Secondly, according to
continuity, the distribution of the state xk may not differ
much from that of its prior state xk−1 in a short-time propa-
gation; thus P�xk �xk−1� can represent the posterior state in-
tuitively. However, because P�xk �xk−1� is independent of
the most current observation information, it is sensitive to
outliers. For instance, if the new measurements appear in
the tail of the prior or if the likelihood is too peaked in
comparison with the prior14 �see Fig. 2�, P�xk �xk−1� will fail
to interpret the posterior properly.

Here we propose a method to fuse passive sensing data
into the importance density function for optimizing particle
sampling to reduce the number of particles required. There
are two reasons why we use passive sensing data rather

Fig. 2 Degeneracy of the importance density interpretation �from
Ref. 14�.
than the active sensing data for reference. Firstly, active

January 2008/Vol. 47�1�3
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ensing adds the projection part �of the projector� into the
riangulation for feature acquisition, which is more com-
lex in calculation and will increase the computational cost
f we fuse it in every iteration of particle operation. Sec-
ndly, the errers of active sensing include distortion and
rojection errors of the projector, while in passive sensing,
or simplicity’s sake, we may only consider the sensing
rror of the camera, which is comparatively easy to model.

.2 Data Fusion Algorithm
n order to obtain a better expression for the posterior state,
he importance density function should be moved towards
he region of high likelihood. However, because the sup-
orting variabies are different, the likelihood function can-
ot be used directly to modify the importance density.

Our approach to surmounting this problem is that we
rst generate a pseudolikelihood function with the latest
assive sensing data and then project the pseudolikelihood
nto the importance density space and modify the impor-
ance density by fusing the sensing data in it. The pseudo-
ikelihood function is generated with the most current ob-
ervation of certain reference feature points through passive
ensing. It is a subset of the likelihood function, and it can
epresent the likelihood function to a certain extent. The
dvantage of the pseudolikelihood function is that it can be
rojected into the importance density space easily by using
he inverse procedure of the passive sensing observation

Table 1 Passive data fusion algorithm in the particle filter.

ssume that at the previous state k−1, we have the particle crowd
xk−1

i ,wk−1
i 	i=1

N . Then proceed as follows at time k:

ampling: Simulate xk
i �P�xk �xk−1�.

seudolikelihood computation: Simulate x̂k
i � L̂x=P�xk �xk−1 ,yk

R ,�.

ata fusion: Let xk
i =�xk

i + �1−��x̂k
i , with � a data fusion factor,

���1; draw samples from the new importance density.

pdating of weights: Compute the weights according to the
ikelihood function, and conduct normalization.

esampling: Replace �xk
i ,wk

i 	N by �xk
i ,1 /N	N.

Fig. 3 Data fusion with
ptical Engineering 016401-
model �a monocular camera model�. The basic idea of our
approach is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Some reference feature points should be selected before
we perform data fusion. These are geometical feature points
on the target �such as corners and centers�, and they are
different from feature points on the structured light pattern
for active sensing. The reference points should be easy to
detect during the tracking process. On target objects with
geometrical primitives, those points are relatively easy to
find. Considering the possibility of occlusion, it is better to
choose more than one reference point. Nevertheless, ac-
cording to our simulation study, increasing the number of
reference points did not yield significant improvement of
system performance.

Suppose, in a set of reference points, the observation of
passive sensing �of a monocular camera� can be expressed
as a function of the current state with noise

ykj

R = gj�xk,�, j = 1, . . . ,NR, �21�

where  is the noise and NR is the number of reference
points. Equation �21� can be looked on as a pseudolikeli-
hood function

yk
R � L̂y = P�y�xk

R� . �22�

On the contrary, the current state can be estimated using
the inverse function of Eq. �21� as

Table 2 Comparison of the algorithm running times.

Filter Running time �s�

Our PF 0.0150

EKF 0.0146

GPF �200 particles� 0.0919

GPF �400 particles� 0.1232

GPF �800 particles� 0.1477

d passive sensing data.
update
January 2008/Vol. 47�1�4
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k = g−1�xk−1,yk
R,� , �23�

hich is in fact a projection of the pseudolikelihood into
he importance density �xk� space,

ˆ
x = P�xk�xk−1,yk

R,� . �24�

hen Eq. �24� can be used to achieve the algorithm for data
usion as shown in Table 1.

.3 Importance Density Optimization
egeneracy is a common problem with particle filters �see
ef. 12�, especially when the importance density function

s not well designed. As a result of degeneracy, all but one
article will have negligible weight after a few state transi-
ions. Degeneracy implies a waste of computational re-
ources in that a large effort is engaged to update particles

Fig. 4 Active visual t
hose contribution to the approximation of posterior states

ptical Engineering 016401-
is almost zero. Doucet12 has shown that the variance of the
importance weights can only increase over time, so that
degeneracy is an inevitable phenomenon with general se-
quential importance sampling schemes.

We can here adopt the effective sampling size,20,21 which
is a suitable measure of degeneracy, as a criterion to guide
the data fusion process for optimizing the importance den-
sity function. According to Refs. 20 and 21, the effective
sampling size Nk

eff at state k is defined as

Nk
eff =

Ns

1 + Var�wk
*i�

, �25�

where wk
*i is taken as the true weight indicated in Eq. �4�,

and Ns is the number of samples. Because Nk
eff cannot be

22 effˆ eff

without data fusion.
racking
evaluated exactly, an estimate Nk of Nk is calculated as

January 2008/Vol. 47�1�5
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ˆ
k
eff =

1

�
i=1

Ns

�wk
i �2

, �26�

here wk
i is the normalized weight indicated in Eq. �5�.

A large Nk
effˆ implies that the likelihood is located close to

he prior P�xk �xk−1�, so that the particle crowd from the

rior xk
i can be relied on better. Thus, Nk

effˆ can be used to
valuate the data fusion factor � �see Table 1� for impor-
ance density optimization by choosing

= 
N̂k
eff �27�

ith 
 a positive scale factor and 0���1.

Fig. 5 Active visual trac
Then the new particle crowd after data fusion is

ptical Engineering 016401-
xk
*i = �xk

i + �1 − ��x̂k
i , �28�

where xk
i is drawn from the prior and x̂k

i is drawn from the
pseudolikelihood function.

5 Simulation and Experimental Results

5.1 Simulation Results

5.1.1 Effectiveness of data fusion

We first studied and verified the effectiveness of passive
data fusion. Figures 4 and 5 show the simulations of the
proposed PF for active tracking with and without the fusion
of passive information. In Fig. 4, without the fusion of
passive sensing information, the particle tracker used about
16 s to converge to the true object location. Figure 5 shows

ith passive data fusion.
king w
that under the same condition, fusion of passive sensing

January 2008/Vol. 47�1�6
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ata helps the particle filter to achieve faster convergence.
n this case, the active tracker took about 8 s to converge.

.1.2 Tracking accuracy
igure 6 shows the estimation error for active tracking by
ifferent methods. Here, the tracking error was defined as
he distance between the estimated location of the tracking
bject and its true value. The generic PF, which employed
00 particles, performed the best, while the extended Kal-
an filter �EKF� performed the worst because of its disad-

antage in dealing with multimodality. The proposed PF
ith data fusion, even with only 100 particles, achieved
erformance approximately as good as the generic PF.

Fig. 6 Tracking
Fig. 7 Our active vision system using

ptical Engineering 016401-
5.1.3 Tracking speed

With a well-expressed importance density, the proposed PF
can use only a small number of particles for accurate esti-
mation. Therefore, it can achieve better real-time perfor-
mance with expedition. Simulation results demonstrate the
superiority of the proposed method in comparisons with
EKF and generic PF �GPF�.

Because the EKF does not involve calculations of sam-
pling and resampling as generic PF does, it can achieve
faster real-time performance than generic PF. Table 2
shows the algorithm running time for our PF, the EKF, and
the generic PF with different numbers of particles. With
only 100 particles, the proposed PF excels the GPF in run-
ning time.

cy comparison.
accura
color-encoded structured light.

January 2008/Vol. 47�1�7
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.2 Experiment
he proposed tracking method was implemented with an
ctive vision system that consists of a PULNIX TMC-9700
CD camera and a PLUS V131 DLP projector �as shown in
ig. 7�a�. When the system is used in a visual tracking

ask, the projector projects color-encoded structured light
see Fig. 7�b�18 onto the surface of the target object.
hrough observation and the use of triangulation, a time
equence of 3-D object positions and orientations can be
btained.

We used a concave object as the target, which can pro-
ide three degrees of freedom of translational motion and
wo of rotational motion in a 3-D space. A PF with 100
articles was employed. Some snapshots of the tracking are
hown in Fig. 8. A tracking rate of about 12 ft /s was
chieved in the implementation. As shown in Fig. 8, the
racking error was mainly affected by the quality of active
ensing. For example, in the frame in the second row and
econd column of Fig. 8, larger tracking error is observed.
his is because the target happened to move to a position
uch that the structured light pattern could not be detected
learly. A similar situation is shown in the frame in the first
ow and fourth column. When the relative depth to the pro-
ector was not large enough, the light pattern started to blur
n the target surface, which influenced the sensing for tar-
et tracking.

Conclusion
n this paper, a new approach to fuse passive sensing data
nto an active 3-D visual tracker with particle techniques is
resented. With the data fusion method, the importance
ensity of particles can be modified to interpret posterior
tates in an efficient way. Therefore, the number of particles
sed in tracking is greatly reduced. Simulation and experi-
ental results show that the proposed method improves the

racking accuracy as well as the tracking speed in compari-
on with other methods. Further research is underway in
xploring the use of the fusion method for optimal tracking
ith a reconfigurable active vision system.
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